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The M5 Way into 
the Cool Lifestyle

by Robert P. Hall

The word lifestyle came into popular usage around 1939. Its narrow, or 
dictionary, definition might be “the typical way of life of an individual, group, 
or culture.” As an adjective, however, lifestyle is associated with reflecting or 
promoting an “enhanced or more desirable style of living.”

How can a car help its owner attain an enhanced 
or more desirable style of living?

Connecting with potential friends today can occur in a number of different 
contexts. If there is some kind of bond, or common interest, between the 
potential friends, chances are better that their first encounter will develop into 
a friendship. Many of us have enjoyed such friendships formed during high 
school or college, and those bonds can be enduring.

Chances are further improved if the social setting is surrounded by leisure, with 
little focus on business networking. For example, consider the setting during a 
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breakfast run, a winery drive, a tour, a concourse, or a car rally. At such events 
you have a foundation for lasting friendships that started with a common bond 
in your mutual love of cars of character.

Looking for and purchasing one of these three wonderful German-engineered 
vehicles can be the first step in a journey that holds these kinds of social 
opportunities. Such contacts often lead to face-to-face interactions that can be 
effective in building new relationships. It is much the same casual opportunity 
as networking events you have no doubt experienced arising from college, 
business settings, social clubs, or any other social group you could join.

A BMW M Car Concourse Event A gorgeous day and an open field provide an ideal venue for 
sports car owners to present their cars, debate the virtues of their upgrades, and meet new friends who 
appreciate “life’s sweet spot.”
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The minimal fee the BMW Car Club of America charges 
for its annual membership is one of the best investments 

you can make for chances to meet wonderful people 
who share the same passion for life and cars.

How can a four-door sedan bring its owner to the next level? You’ll be driving 
late at night, flying through twisty curves, or on a freeway skipping around 
slower vehicles in a car made to overtake them all. Soft jazz will be playing in 
the background. You’ll get a sense of invincibility and athletic prowess that 
compares favorably with the relaxation and the enjoyment that some get 
from playing golf regularly. Each one of these cars offers its owner a level of 
enjoyment when one masters the machine—and that’s just the beginning of 
the rewards of ownership. These exceptional cars can be used to go grocery 
shopping, shuttle your kids to school, or take your spouse out for an expensive 
dinner. And when you do, the valet will properly park the car in its rightful place 
next to a Ferrari.

Consider also the enhanced regard that observers will hold for the owners if 
these cars are properly modified and maintained. But before I suggest some 
modifications, here are some general comments that support why anyone 
would consider such steps in the first place. 

For starters, whether it is a good social trend or not, successful people are 
judged by a number of factors. An important one is the type of car a person 
chooses to own and how the owner personalizes it for others to see.

Stated another way, becoming a car enthusiast is evidence of an 
entrepreneurial spirit. Savvy business owners are willing to take risks to get 
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exceptional results. They know they can better demonstrate their abilities to 
invest in and manage a business if by assuming some risks they can also take 
that business to the next level. So, when these business owners purchase 
a vehicle, they do not just sit on the car as purchased and worry about 
how much they have spent. No, they typically make further investments, 
raising the car to the next level. Doing so demonstrates both a penchant 
for pushing the envelope as far as the limits will permit and a willingness to 
take risks in general. Does it take courage and due diligence to incur these 
risks? Of course it does. But the rewards and the social regard that such steps 
earn for the owners of these cars cannot be measured with an engineer’s 
instruments. Remember too that some modesty is in order. Not broadcasting 
your upgrades is a discreet and professional approach to pushing the limits of 
the practical envelope.

To illustrate, consider the executive who takes a company and builds it to its 
next sales level, investing his or her time and money. Incurring risks will be 
necessary to achieve success. The same executive may want to be recognized 
by peers for these efforts and be allowed through social interactions to meet 
others who have similarly attained new levels of success. Tasteful upgrades to 
these three M5 cars are a step many owners have taken to be recognized as 
discriminating buyers and savvy enthusiasts.

Taking these comments one step further, if you have reached a certain pinnacle 
of success based on risk taking, you will assume the status of an entrepreneur. 
You will encounter new networking opportunities to engage in social and 
business relationships with like-minded achievers. For example, these potential 
new friends could well be owners of restaurants or luxury properties. And you’ll 
have entrée to all kinds of social events, not just car events, where people at 
that level congregate.
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From a social standpoint, when a couple goes out to dinner, the ride in their 
vehicle is part of the shared experience. Driving a sports car of character on 
such an occasion with a social acquaintance, a date, or a spouse, you can add 
one more interesting dimension to the conversation. The spirited driving 
experience itself becomes another basis for forming bonds and friendships.

Handling an upgraded sports-oriented sedan while navigating a curvy 
mountain road can also provide moments of private reflection. In your private 
cabin outside the office, you can enjoy a period of time when solutions to life’s 
problems may be revealed.

Why did I select the word cool next to lifestyle when I suggest that these three 
M5s represent cars that can enhance your style of life? A dictionary search for 
the word cool provides such responses as “implies a high degree of self-control” 
and an approach that “conceals emotion.” Remember that an M car is similarly 
understated. Its practical exterior features do not reveal the awesome power 
that lurks under the hood.

It all comes down to the idea those German engineers came up with—to put 
sheep’s clothing on a wolf. The result, I submit, is the very essence of cool. A 
sports car of character can be considered a symbol of the person who drives 
it. It can also illustrate that person’s ability to successfully start and manage a 
company to success when the executive-owner takes on one of these cars and 
personalizes it by raising it to a level beyond what the factory intended.

Upgrades for Owners of BMW M5 Sports Cars

So what is the price of admission for entrance into this different kind of social 
club or networking vehicle? As to the economics of purchasing an M car, the 
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original purchase price was around $45,000 for an E28, $60,000 for an E34, and 
upward of $75,000 for an E39.

Today, as we move forward past the millennium, in the years 2010 to 2020 
the first two cars are starting to appreciate. The third is nearing the bottom of 
its new-car depreciation. Therefore all three currently fall into the investment 
range $20,000 to $50,000. And you’ll still be within that range when you include 
maintenance or major repairs to bring the older versions to roadworthiness.

When I mention these numbers, I have a wobble factor. The first two can be 
purchased for as low as $10,000 to $15,000, but you should figure on spending 

Upgrades Can Spell C-o-o-l Modified exterior features include an upscale 
front air dam, new alloy wheels, thin-profile tires, a lowered stance, tinted 
windows, removal of all chrome trim, and a fresh coat of high-gloss paint.
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approximately $10,000 to $20,000 more to rebuild the engine or transmission 
or to fund other needed upgrades. The later version V-8 can be purchased for 
as little as $15,000 to $20,000. And given its more recent engineering, it will 
probably go 200,000 to 250,000 miles before a major engine or transmission 
rebuild is required, given proper maintenance.

The V-10 engine of the E60, which followed the E39, is even more complicated 
mechanically. There are not yet enough examples on the road with high 
mileage (which for a German car is at least 100,000 to 150,000 miles) to 
allow the aftermarket for sports-car parts to determine what the long-term 
maintenance or repair issues will be.

Raising the Bar—the True Measure of Cool

I have offered some general comments about why an owner might consider 
raising the level of a finely engineered machine by investing more money into 
it than its purchase price. I’ll now provide examples of upgrades I’ve learned 
about from personal experience and from reading the literature I’ve included in 
the references at the back of this book.

Suggested E28 Upgrades

I offer a bit of information about this model first to orient a prospective 
purchaser about what the factory placed into it that should probably remain, 
unless the parts are worn out.

The US specification S38 engine is known as the “clean” version of the M88 
motor because it was designed to comply with emissions regulations. It has a 
duplex (double row) timing chain, 248-degree camshafts, a lower compression 
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ratio, and simplified exhaust manifolds to comply with emissions regulations. 
All of this lowers the horsepower to 256 hp as opposed to the 286 hp of 
the single-chain European version. There might be a tendency to prefer the 
European version, but then the owner is faced with the single-row timing-
chain risk. The benefit of the duplex chain is redundancy: if one of the chains 
breaks while the car is in operation, the other will probably be intact. With a 
single chain, breakage on the road is more dangerous and can result in serious 
damage to the engine. Although probably repairable, it can be costly.

This earlier engine has been designed to be close to maximum potential. 
Except for adding an aftermarket computer chip, the next stage of 
modifications can lead to another level of maintenance expense unless you are 
in a position to handle these modifications without expert assistance.

The suspension is an area where tasteful modifications can enhance the car. 
Usually, the rear self-leveling shocks become worn as the car ages. Replacing 
the stock springs and shocks with a lowering spring kit and aftermarket 
shocks, together with better 17-inch rims, will bring the car to the next 
appearance level.

The E28 will potentially have rust or body issues that need to be examined. This 
may lead to a respray—the British term for body work and repainting. (On the 
maintenance side, the British say they are getting the car sorted out or fettled.)

The rubber boots on the injection and other injection issues likely will need to 
be evaluated and possibly repaired. The clutch cable tends to break and needs 
to be replaced with a workaround so that it will not snap again. The original 
radiator cooling and heating system will probably need to be inspected and 
possibly replaced.
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The original rims appear to be the best option other than the upgraded rims 
discussed previously.

The seals for the trunk and the windows might need to be replaced. Otherwise, 
you may end up with a bathtub in the backseat. The seats and the dashboard 
will no doubt have cracks and wear issues. These last two items come with 
the territory.

We then come to the European-versus-American, dual-or-single timing-chain 
issue. Much has been written about this issue in the forums. The best advice I 
got came from several highly regarded mechanical sources who indicated that 
the dual chain can be examined when the valve covers are removed and that a 
proactive replacement of the US specification chain is not necessary.

As for the muffler, it sounds great when it gets old, like stored wine ready to 
be served when it has properly aged, whereas the aftermarket muffler options 
give the car a nonoriginal sound.

The tendency of the E28 M5 to shake on hard braking can be cured by installing 
strut bushings from an E32 750iL, along with front-brake rotors from the same 
model. The installation of an aftermarket engine management chip and Dinan 
Stage 1 suspension, or similar product if Dinan’s products are not available, also 
seems to add a noticeable upgrade in performance for these cars.

Some owners with the resources or time will add the following to these cars 
to bring them clearly to the next level. I’ve grouped the upgrades that many 
owners tend to do in combination.

 ▶ Dinan chip, Bilstein HD shocks (SLS removed), spoiler brake ducts, 
stainless-steel brake lines, drilled front rotors with deflector hats, 16-inch 
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staggered Hartge wheels with 225/50 (front) and 245/45 (rear) tires, and 
80/100 Halogen headlights

 ▶ BavAuto chip, Frank Fahey crank hub, K&N cone assembly, and lightened 
flywheel

 ▶ Dinan chip, Fahey crank hub, Stebro cat-back exhaust with VSR catalyst, 
3.73 differential, UUC EVO3 short shift kit, European-spec springs with 
Bilstein Sport shocks, staggered Alpina wheels, and European-spec 
headlights

Suggested E34 Upgrades

The following discreet and tasteful upgrades can give the wolf just a bit 
more personality while still disguising it in sheep’s clothing. Modifications 
that bring the E34 M5 to a higher, cooler level usually include an aftermarket 
suspension kit with lowering springs and aftermarket front shocks, together 
with replacement of the self-leveling factory suspension setup in the rear. The 
current H&R lowering spring kit along with Dinan, Bilstein, or KONI shocks and 
Racing Dynamics sway bars appear to be the preferred choices, but there are 
other options available from aftermarket companies.

The factory wheels came in several versions. The first version of the E34 M5 
had a wheel cover with louvers, or vanes, to force air in and thus lower brake 
temperature. But that feature made the car look like it had whitewalls, and the 
vane wheel covers should be removed. Repainting the original 17-inch lighter-
alloy rims after removal of these vane covers leaves a great look. (You can 
see an example in the Gallery section at www.thecoollifestyle.com.) Another 
approach involves installation of the later throwing-star pattern 17- or 18-inch 
rims. These BMW stock rims definitely upgrade the look of the car after it is 
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lowered; however, they have a shiny silver finish that, to some owners, detracts 
from a cool, stealth appearance.

The shape of the rear side windows particularly lends itself to tasteful tinting of 
the glass. Tinting the rear windows of the sedan gives the car a two-door look, 
more like a true sports car. Adding European headlights also appears to be a 
favorite step, along with blacking out the chrome trim around the windows. 
Given the faster-ratio factory steering box, sports seats, and upgraded original 
brakes, what is left to enhance? Replacing the original steering wheel (and its 
cumbersome airbag) with the later three-spoke factory steering wheel rounds 
out your options.

The addition of an aftermarket engine management chip is one tasteful 
upgrade to a maximized factory-designed, sports-car-oriented engine. There 
are serious aftermarket engine upgrades available, and, when considering 
them, compare the features of your engine with BMW’s later enhancements. 
When BMW enhanced the engine of the E28, the E34 had the following 
improvements:

 ▶ Small increase in the stroke to increase engine capacity

 ▶ New forged steel crankshaft

 ▶ Compression raised a bit

 ▶ Improved Bosch Motronic fuel injection for better metering of the 
fuel/air mixture

 ▶ Improved flywheel

 ▶ Equal-length stainless-steel headers
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The first version of the two engines used for the E34 version was coded 
S38B36. The second version, or 3.8 liter engine, coded S38B38, has further 
improvements to many of the items above.

As for maintenance, other than what BMW recommends, it is largely a matter of 
dealing with wear and tear—chasing leaks, checking drive belts, and ensuring 
the integrity of the cooling system, including hoses.

With the modifications suggested here, you have a very cool four-door—truly 
sports-car—sedan.

Suggested E39 Upgrades

The most modern of the three M5s I’m presenting is a model that received 
a host of technical, mechanical, and computer-oriented enhancements. The 
designers’ decision to enhance the M5 concept with a V-8 engine (rather than 
a high-revving six) made this model a really different sports sedan from the 
first two. The BMW engineers did a great job of applying the M-enhanced 
Motorsport touches to the already great 5-series BMW.

You could almost call the E39 M5 the most practically oriented race car ever 
made. It has four doors, all the usual BMW creature comforts, seating for five, 
and a beast of an engine, and it handles very smoothly. But then the wolf will 
prove to be very much alive when you take several friends on a drive and give 
them the scare of a lifetime.

As the new owner of an E39, you may have to work through some repair issues. 
You can then move forward and upward into the realm of amazing upgrades, 
most of which I have experienced for this model of M5.
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The repair issues can involve the following:

 ▶ Cooling system

 ▶ Vanos fuel injection

 ▶ Catalytic converters

 ▶ Drive shaft

 ▶ Sway-bar links replacement

After these issues are dealt with (and there could be a few others), the owner 
can now start contemplating the upgrades to consider for this model of 
M5. The S62 engine in these cars was the foundation of a racing engine that 
aftermarket engineer Steve Dinan presented. Dinan believes that with proper 
BMW maintenance, the car can last more than 250,000 to 300,000 miles. The 
repaired model I own (pictured here) is approaching 200,000 miles already.

My Dinan-Modified E39 Upgraded “Beast,” which I exhibited at Pebble Beach week. 
Aftermarket engineer and parts vendor Steve Dinan offers a wide variety of components 
for replacement of factory parts and performance enhancements.
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The upgrades available to you for the E39 are numerous. You have lots of ways 
to personalize this car to your tastes. Popular upgrades to achieve cool status 
include the following:

 ▶ Exhaust kit from Dinan, Eisenmann, AC Schnitzer, Britain’s Hayward & 
Scott, Super-Sprint, or equivalent

 ▶ Spring-lowering kit (available from most of the makers above)

 ▶ High-performance chip and air intake for ram-air effect (for both engine 
sound and performance)

 ▶ Factory 19-inch and/or Radenergie-style (European-made) rims (Koflach, 
2011)

The E39, when modified, more than earns its Beast nickname. The factory 
design took some of the sheep’s clothing off the wolf. As a result, exterior 
modifications are not really necessary to raise its status into cool territory.

The E39 may not have the purity of the prior hand-built versions. And especially 
after the exhaust has been modified, it has something of an American muscle-
car sound. I have to admit, there is something appealing about a modified, 
highly engineered German “’bahn burner,” which this Beast certainly is. In this 
iteration it’s the essence of what a bad-but-legal automotive concept can be.

Having noted many of the currently accepted cool upgrades, allow me to 
summarize this car as compared with the first two M5s.

With the addition of the modifications just mentioned and when driven at high 
rpm, the E39 M5 blasts out one of the most awe-inspiring exhaust tones you 
will ever hear. At higher revs it’s almost a Ferrari-like sound. It’s similar to the 
later V-10 E60 series, but with a deeper note, when it’s in what drivers call full 
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chat. In standard trim it still sounds great, but an added aftermarket exhaust 
combined with a German-smooth V-8 is just unreal.

The V-8 does not require a high rev to get the spirit of the engine, as do the 
two older cars. And even beyond the exhaust tone, it has more of a muscle-
car feel overall than the other two hand-built versions. Of the three, the last 
one I mention here is the best-suited to the autobahn. In fact, the ride and the 
handling at times are so refined that you won’t believe you’re going as fast as 
you are. The car definitely has more of the point-and-squirt character sitting on 
top of a brilliant and smooth-feeling chassis. 

When modified as described, this M5 fits perfectly with the business executive 
who takes risks in both business and life and drives a car to match. Given its 

Bimmerfest 2009 With the purchase of a BMW M car, you can park your cool sports car on a lawn 
during a weekend party event that attracts hundreds of similar-minded owners that also happens to be in 
a beautiful location.
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current relatively low price in the previously owned market, the E39 has gained 
a cultlike status with owners who modify their cars to much higher levels.

You might think of the earlier M5 versions as having more old-school charm, 
with time-honored character and patina. Even with tasteful upgrades, neither 
the E28 nor the E34 can match the bad-boy character of an E39 from factory 
stock that has been carefully modified. But the Beast can’t take anything away 
from those first two sedans, with their uncompromised factory approach and 
their unquestionable charm as four-door exotic cars.

In conclusion, based on my experience and what I’ve shared with you about 
these three M cars, I believe owning any one of them represents a sweet spot 
for the car enthusiast. And it’s sweet in so many important ways: affordable, 
maintainable, practical, useful, powerful, responsive, thrilling, impressive, eye-
catching, conversation starting, and—I’ll say it again—lifestyle enhancing.


